
IPW TimeReg ® for Orbicon - Part of DDH

Orbicon has installed IPW TimeReg ® for approximately 600 users - a solution that interfaces to the Mi-
crosoft Dynamics AX ERP system. For IPW TimeReg ® we have developed a special “driving accounting 
module” where employees can register how many kilometers they have driven to work.
 
Jan Skårup Sorensen from Orbicon was responsible for implemention and Systems Consultant Torben 
Nielsen from Hans Tørsleff management systems was responsible for modifications and their implementa-
tion. Mogens Johansen had the financial responsibility for the project. The project began last summer and a 
variety of adjustments were made so the solution was better suited Orbicon´s requirements.

 
Photo of driving accounting Module
IPW TimeReg is a time registration system originally developed for Novo Nordisk. Since then it has been 
implemented throughout many governmental, municipal and private companies. We have developed mobile 
clients so that hours can be recorded on iPhone and Android mobile phones, in addition to the iPad.



Greater flexibility
The reason Orbicon selected IPW TimeReg solution for their Dynamics AX ERP system was that they did 
not want to be tied to a Dynamics AX solution that centered around the time sheet. In addition, they had 
found out that it would be very costly if they were to develop time registration facilities in Dynamics AX, 
which corresponded to the facilities located by default in IPW TimeReg. Some of the features that IPW Tim-
eReg contains are approving timesheets, flexible hours, vacation accounting, standard working hours per 
employee, etc.

Jan Skårup Sorensen said; “IPW TimeReg provides great flexibility and good functionality. The implementa-
tion of the IPW TimeReg has been well received by the 600 users who now continue to use IPW TimeReg 
as their daily time reporting tool; employees truly appreciate the opportunity to add notes to the various 
records.”

Jan Skårup Sørensen
Economy Controller at Orbicon
You can read more about IPW TimeReg here: IPW TimeReg


